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Abstract
Convolutional neural networks show outstanding performance in many image
processing problems, such as image recognition, object detection and image
segmentation. Semantic segmentation is a very challenging task that requires
recognizing, understanding what's in the image in pixel level. The goal of this
research is to develop on the known mathematical properties of the soft-max
function and demonstrate how they can be exploited to conclude the convergence of
learning algorithm in a simple application of image recognition in supervised
learning. So, we utilize results from convex analysis theory which associated with
hierarchical architecture to derive additional properties of the soft-max function not
yet covered in the existing literature for Multi-Class Classification problems. The
proposed MC-DEEP model represents an average accuracy of 90.25% in different
layers setting with 95% confidence interval in best initial settings in deep
convolutional layers which applied on MNIST dataset. The results show that the
regularized networks not only could provide better segmentation results with
regularization effect than the original ones but also have certain robustness to
noise.
Keywords: Deep Learning, Image Recognition, Soft-Max Activation Function

1. Introduction
Though the state of the art has been greatly improved by CNNs, there is no explicit
connections between prediction of neighboring pixels. In the other hand, the problem of
training of the multi-layer neural network was finally solved in 1986 when the backpropagation algorithm was introduced. The neural network was on stage again.
However, it was soon met with another problem. Its performance on practical problems
did not meet expectations. Of course, there were various attempts to overcome the
limitations, including the addition of hidden layers and addition of nodes in the hidden
layer. However, none of them worked. Many of them yielded even poorer
performances. In an effort to overcome the practical limitations of the single-layer, the
neural network evolved into a multi-layer architecture. However, it has taken
approximately 30 years to just add on the hidden layer to the single-layer neural
network. [1] As the training process is the only method for the neural network to store
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information, untrainable neural networks are useless. A proper learning rule for the
multi-layer neural network took quite some time to develop. The previously introduced
delta rule is ineffective for training of the multi-layer neural network. This is because
the error, the essential element for applying the delta rule for training, is not defined in
the hidden layers. [2] The error of the output node is defined as the difference between
the correct output and the output of the neural network. However, the training data does
not provide correct outputs for the hidden layer nodes, and hence the error cannot be
calculated using the same approach for the output nodes. The input data of the neural
network travels through the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. In contrast, in
the back-propagation algorithm, the output error starts from the output layer and moves
backward until it reaches the right next hidden layer to the input layer. This process is
called backpropagation, as it resembles an output error propagating backward. Even in
back-propagation, the signal still flows through the connecting lines and the weights are
multiplied. The only difference is that the input and output signals flow in opposite
directions. While increasing depth often reduces the number of parameters of the
network, it leads to different types of practical issues [3]. Propagating backwards using
the chain rule has its drawbacks in networks with a large number of layers in terms of
the stability of the updates. In particular, the updates in earlier layers can either be
negligibly small (vanishing gradient) or they can be increasingly large (exploding
gradient) in certain types of neural network architectures [4].
2. Research Background
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved prominent performance in a
series of image processing tasks, such as image classification [12], object detection [13]
and image segmentation [14]. CNNs which dwarf systems relying on hand-crafted
features use millions of parameters to learn latent features from large scale training
datasets. It is intractable to design a hand-crafted feature which allows to learn
increasingly abstract data representations. However, CNNs could do it well [15]. Image
segmentation is a process of segmenting a digital image into different regions. It aims to
simplify and/or change the representation of an image into something that is more
meaningful and easier to analyze. Semantic image segmentation is a much more
challenging segmentation task. It requires understanding the image in pixel level. More
precisely, it is a process of assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels
with some label share some common features [16].
2.1 Multiclass Classification Problem

This section introduces how to utilize the neural network to deal with the
classification of three or more classes. Consider a classification of the given inputs of
coordinates (x, y) into one of three classes. In order to calculate the error, we switch the
class names into numeric codes, as we did in the previous section. Considering that we
have three output nodes from the neural network, we create the classes as the following
vectors [5]:
Class 1 → [1 0 0], Class 2 → [0 1 0] and Class 3 → [1 0 0]
This transformation implies that each output node is mapped to an element of the class
vector, which only yields 1 for the corresponding node. For example, if the data belongs
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to Class 2, the output only yields 1 for the second node and 0 for the others. This
expression technique is called one-hot encoding or 1-of-N encoding. The reason that we
match the number of output nodes to the number of classes is to apply this encoding
technique. the activation function of the output node should be defined. Since the
correct outputs of the transformed training data range from zero to one, we are not able
to just use the sigmoid function as we did for the binary classification. In general,
multiclass classifiers employ the soft-max function as the activation function of the
output node [6]. The activation functions that we have discussed so far, including the
sigmoid function, account only for the weighted sum of inputs. They do not consider the
output from the other output nodes. However, the soft-max function accounts not only
for the weighted sum of the inputs, but also for the inputs to the other output nodes. For
example, when the weighted sum of the inputs for the three output nodes are 2, 1, and
0.1, respectively, the soft-max function calculates the outputs shown in Equation (1).
All of the weighted sums of the inputs are required in the denominator [7]:
𝑒2
𝑒 2 + 𝑒 1 + 𝑒 0.1
2
0.659
𝑒1
𝑣 = [ 1 ] → 𝜑(𝑣) =
= [ 0.242 ]
𝑒 2 + 𝑒 1 + 𝑒 0.1
0.1
0. .098
𝑒 0.1
[𝑒 2 + 𝑒 1 + 𝑒 0.1 ]

(1)

The soft-max function maintains the sum of the output values to be one and also limits
the individual outputs to be within the values of 0-1. As it accounts for the relative
magnitudes of all the outputs, the soft-max function is a suitable choice for the
multiclass classification neural networks. The output from the i-th output node of the
soft-max function is calculated as follows Equation (2):
𝑦𝑖 = 𝜑(𝑣𝑖 ) =

𝑒 𝑣𝑖
𝑒 𝑣1 + 𝑒 𝑣22 + 𝑒 𝑣3 + ⋯ . +𝑒 𝑣𝑀

=

𝑒 𝑣𝑖
𝑣𝑘
∑𝑀
𝑘=1 𝑒

(2)

where, 𝑉𝑖 is the weighted sum of the i-th output node, and 𝑀 is the number of output
nodes. Following this definition, the soft-max function satisfies the following Equation
(3) [8]:
𝜑(𝑣1 ) + 𝜑(𝑣2 ) + 𝜑(𝑣3 ) + ⋯ + 𝜑(𝑣𝑀 ) = 1

(3)

Finally, the learning rule should be determined. The multiclass classification neural
network usually employs the cross entropy-driven learning rules just like the binary
classification network does. This is due to the high learning performance and simplicity
that the cross-entropy function provides. We should note that carefully, Soft-max is
used for multi-classification in the Logistic Regression model, whereas Sigmoid is used
for binary classification in the Logistic Regression model. So, The Soft-Max activation
layer is similar to the Sigmoid function. The difference is that, in the denominator, we
sum together all of the values.
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Fig.1 A multiple-class model for categorical classification with a Soft-max layer

3. Proposed MCSM-DEEP Model
Briefly, Deep Learning is a Machine Learning technique that employs the deep neural
network. As you know, the deep neural network is the multi-layer neural network that
contains two or more hidden layers. Although this may be disappointingly simple, this
is the true essence of Deep Learning. The deep neural network lies in the place of the
final product of Machine Learning, and the learning rule becomes the algorithm that
generates the model (the deep neural network) from the training data. The reason that
the neural network with deeper layers yielded poorer performance was that the network
was not properly trained. The backpropagation algorithm experiences the following
three primary difficulties in the training process of the deep neural network: Vanishing
gradient, Overfitting and the Computational load. In the other hand, Convolutional
Neural Network (ConvNet) is not just a deep neural network that has many hidden
layers. It is a deep network that imitates how the visual cortex of the brain processes and
recognizes images. Therefore, even the experts of neural networks often have a hard
time understanding this concept on their first encounter. That is how much ConvNet
differs in concept and operation from the previous neural networks.

Fig.2 Typical architecture of ConvNet

The convolution layer generates new images called feature maps. The feature map
accentuates the unique features of the original image. The convolution layer operates in
a very different way compared to the other neural network layers. This layer does not
employ connection weights and a weighted sum. Instead, it contains filters that convert
images. We will call these filters convolution filters. The process of the inputting the
image through the convolution filters yields the feature map. The pooling layer reduces
the size of the image, as it combines neighboring pixels of a certain area of the image
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into a single representative value. Pooling is a typical technique that many other image
processing schemes have already been employing.
For two-fold classification problems, the activation function of the output unit is
chosen to be the logistic sigmoid function in Equation (4):
𝜎𝑥 =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑥

(4)

where the two classes are denoted as {0,1} If y = 1 is defined as label for the class C 1
and y = 0 denotes class C2, then the output hW, b(x) can be interpreted as the class
membership probability for C1. The class membership probability for C2 is then given
as 1-hW, b(x). But, deliberate a classification problem in which we have an extremely
large number of classes. In such a case, learning becomes too slow, because of the large
number of separators that need to be updated for each training instance. This situation
can occur in applications like text mining, where the prediction is a target word.
Predicting target words is particularly common in neural language models, which try to
predict the next word given the immediate history of previous words. The cardinality of
the number of classes will typically be larger than 105 in such cases . In the other hand,
hierarchical soft-max is a way of improving learning efficiency by decomposing the
classification problem hierarchically. The idea is to group the classes hierarchically into
a binary tree-like structure, and then perform log2(k) binary classifications from the root
to the leaf for k-way classification. Although the hierarchical classification can
compromise the accuracy to some extent, the efficiency improvements can be
significant. The native approach for obtaining the hierarchy of classes is to create a
random hierarchy. However, the specific grouping of classes has an effect on
performance. Grouping similar classes tends to improve performance. It is possible to
use domain-specific insights to improve the quality of the hierarchy. Consider a setting
with 𝑘 different classes. Each training instances: (𝑥̅𝑖 , 𝑐(𝑖)) Contains a d-dimensional
feature vector 𝑋𝑖 and the index 𝑐(𝑖) ∈ {1 . . . k} of its observed class. In such a case, we
would like to find k different linear separators 𝑤
̅̅̅1̅, … ̅̅̅̅
𝑤𝑘 simultaneously so that the value
̅ 𝑐(𝑖) . 𝑋𝑖 is larger than 𝑊𝑟 · 𝑋𝑖 for each 𝑟 ≠ 𝑐(𝑖). This is because one always
of 𝑊
predicts a data instance Xi to the class r with the largest value of 𝑊𝑟 · 𝑋𝑖. Therefore,
the loss function for the i-th training instance in the case of the multiclass perceptron is
defined as follows:
̅ 𝑟. 𝑋̅𝑖 − 𝑊
̅ 𝑐(𝑖). 𝑋̅𝑖, 0)
𝐿𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑟:𝑟≠𝑐(𝑖) max(𝑊

(5)

As in all neural network models, one can use gradient-descent in order to determine
the updates. For a correctly classified instance, the gradient is always 0, and there are no
updates.
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Fig.3 Proposed Structure: Our proposed model learns to combine coarse, high layer information with
fine, low layer information. Layers are shown as grids that reveal relative spatial coarseness. Only
pooling and prediction layers are shown; intermediate convolution layers (including our converted
fully connected layers) are omitted. Solid line: Our single-stream net and up samples stride 32
predictions back to pixels in a single step. Dashed line: Combining predictions from both the final
layer and the pool 4 layer, at stride 16, lets our net predict finer details, while retaining high-level
semantic information

4. Experimental Results and Performance Evaluation
The MNIST database, which stands for Modified National Institute of Standards and
Technology database, is a large database of handwritten digits. As the name suggests,
this data set was created by modifying an original database of handwritten digits
provided by NIST. MNIST data is used for testing all types of neural network
algorithms beyond the domain of computer vision. We implement a neural network that
takes the input image and recognizes the digit that it represents. The training data is the
MNIST database, which contains 70,000 images of handwritten numbers. In general,
60,000 images are used for training, and the remaining 10,000 images are used for the
validation test. Each digit image is a 28-by-28-pixel black-and-white image, as shown
in Figure 3. Considering the training time, this example employs only 10,000 images
with the training data and verification data in an 8:2 ratio. Therefore, we have 8,000
MNIST images for training and 2,000 images for validation of the performance of the
neural network. As you may know well by now, the MNIST problem is caused by the
multiclass classification of the 28×28-pixel image into one of the ten-digit classes of 09. Let’s consider a ConvNet that recognizes the MNIST images. As the input is a
28×28-pixel black-and-white image, we allow 784(=28×28) input nodes.
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Fig.4 A 28-by-28-pixel black-and-white image from the MNIST database

The feature extraction network contains a single convolution layer with 20 9×9
convolution filters. The output from the convolution layer passes through the Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) function, followed by the pooling layer. The pooling layer employs
the mean pooling process of two by two submatrices. The classification neural network
consists of the single hidden layer and output layer. This hidden layer has 1000 nodes
that use the ReLU activation function. Since we have 10 classes to classify, the output
layer is constructed with 10 nodes. The input nodes between the pooling layer and the
hidden layer, which are the square nodes left of the W5 block, are the transformations of
the two-dimensional image into a vector. As this layer does not involve any operations,
these nodes are denoted as squares. The function MnistConv, which trains the network
using the back-propagation algorithm, takes the neural network’s weights and training
data and returns the trained weights. We use the soft-max activation function for the
output nodes. The table-1 summarizes the implementation of MC-DEEP model and the
architecture of this neural network has been shown in figure 4.
Table-1 summarizes the implementation of proposed MC-DEEP model.
Layer
Remark
Activation Function
28×28 nodes
Input
Convolution 20 convolution filters (9×9) ReLU
1 mean pooling (2×2)
Pooling
100 nodes
ReLU
Hidden
10 nodes
Soft-Max
Output

Lastly, let’s investigate how the image is processed while it passes through the
convolution layer and pooling layer. The original dimension of the MNIST image is
28´28. Once the image is processed with the 9×9 convolution filter, it becomes a 20×20
feature map.11 As we have 20 convolution filters, the layer produces 20 feature maps.
Through the 2×2 mean pooling process; the pooling layer shrinks each feature map to a
10´10 map. The process is illustrated in Figure 4. The final result after passing the
convolution and pooling layers is as many smaller images as the number of the
convolution filters; ConvNet converts the input image into the many small feature maps.
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Fig. 5 How the image is processed while it passes through the convolution and pooling layers

Figure 6 a) is the first image of the screen, which consists of the 20 trained
convolution filters. Each filter is pixel image and shows the element values as grayscale
shades. The greater the value is, the brighter the shade becomes. These filters are what
ConvNet determined to be the best features that could be extracted from the MNIST
image, the b) is the second image from the screen, which provides the results (y1) of the
image processing of the convolution layer. This feature map consists of 20 20×20-pixel
images. The various alterations of the input image due to the convolution filter can be
noticeable from this figure. The c) in figure 5 represent the third result, which provides
the images after the mean pooling process in which the ReLU layer produces. Each
image inherits the shape of the previous image in a 10×10-pixel space, which is half the
previous size. The d), is the final result of the feature extraction neural network. These
images are transformed into a one-dimensional vector and stored in the classification
neural network. Statistical evaluation of analytic performance in general and
specifically ROC curve analysis was conducted for calculating the performance of
predictive proposed model. The confusion matrix was calculated to define the
performance of the suggested approaches. The confusion matrix describes all possible
results of forecasting results in the table structure.
Specificity: The prospect of the test finding the correct class among all classes [10,11]:
𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

(6)

Accuracy: The fraction of test results those are correct:
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

(7)

Precision: Precision or positive predictive value:
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

(8)

Sensitivity (Recall): Hit rate
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𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

(9)

Table.2 Applied confusion matrix for proposed model with different layers

Depth
10 Layer 15 Layer 30 Layer 50 Layer
Performance
84%
89%
90%
94%
Precision
82%
88%
92%
93%
Sensitivity
83%
89%
91%
95%
Specificity
85%
89%
93%
94%
Accuracy
[87-91]
[89-94]
[90-95]
Confidence Interval [82-87]

Fig. 6 a) Image showing 20 trained convolution filters, b) The results (y1) processing of the
convolution layer, c) ReLU function processed on the feature map d) The images after the mean
pooling process.

Fig.7 (a) The weighted average image of first hidden-layer features. (b) The visualization of the third
hidden-layer.
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Fig. 8 Residuals and Degrees Error in all Decimal Digits

Fig.9 Plots of the log-sum-exp, negative entropy and both components of soft-max function

5. Conclusion
The proposed solution improves the classification and detection accuracy of model
along with the different type of digits. Combining the modified soft-max multi-class and
the modified categorical deep learning with regularization has been contributed
significantly in classifying different type of digits with high accuracy and optimum
processing time. The results of applied dataset indicate that the hyperparameters for the
first layer is the most important parameter of this method, since Soft-Max of the first
layer exhibits the strongest influence on the accuracy, the runtime, the number of group
members in the first layer and the number of group members in the second layer. The
model combines the modified loss function for categorical classification with the
regularization. The regularization reduces the risk of overfitting of a dataset and
decreases the number of neurons. Moreover, it decreases the computational time and
increases the model’s accuracy. This research designed for enhancing the performance
of the network and increase the efficiency of the system with average accuracy of
90.25% in different layers setting with 95% confidence interval in best settings.
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